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Literacy – Reading  

 

Reading Comprehension 

I can read for information to answer 

questions on a topic. 

 

Linking to our Penicuik topic, this week’s 

reading comprehension task will let you 

find out all about the land in Scotland. 

Choose the mild or hot task, then read 

and answer the questions. 

 

Skimming and Scanning 

I can use skimming and scanning to 

quickly locate information in  a text 

 

Scanning is a type of quick reading we 

can use to find a specific piece of 

information in a text. 

 

When scanning; 

-Do not read every word- let your eyes 

move quickly over the text to find key 

words you are looking for. 

-Use clues on the page like headings and 

titles to help you. 

-Once you find the information you are 

looking for, you can read this part in 

      Literacy – Writing / Grammar 

 

Report Writing- Example of features 

I can identify the main features of a 

report 

 

Over the next few weeks we are going 

to focus on the skill of writing a report 

to give information. 

 

Before we write in a particular genre it 

is useful to look at some examples and 

identify the key features. 

1. Have a think about previous 

reports you have written, what 

were the important features? 

2. Read the list of expected 

features and try to find them in 

the example text- you can print 

and highlight or you can highlight 

the text and change the colour in 

our classroom. 

3. Watch the video in the classroom 

to see if you spotted all the 

features. 

4. Use this to help you with your 

writing task below. 

 

Numeracy 

 

Multiplication and Division 

Choose your task below or complete in 

our Google Classroom. 

 

Mild  

I can multiply by 2, 3, 4, 5 and 10 times 

tables (3 x table focus) 

 

Spicy 

I can multiply and divide using my times 

tables up to 10 (6 x table focus) 

 

Hot  

I can multiply decimals by 10  

This video will show you how to  multiply 

numbers with tenths by 10 

 

Sizzling 

I can multiply decimals to two places by 

a single digit 

Watch this video to help you with 

multiplying hundredths . 

This video will show you the written 

method for multiplying decimals with 

two places along with visuals to support 

your understanding of place value. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=B4wtVj4CDCY&list=PL_veIGcSU3qzG2SQXJsyg9fvyd87rtRU9&index=15
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZHKdui1fhs4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0vUQYM1PPsg&list=PL_veIGcSU3qx05BD7TwpBaPsgyDWntV4g&index=4&pbjreload=101
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detail. 

 

Scanning helps you to quickly find a 

piece of information or the answer to a 

simple question. 

 

Use scanning to allow you to answer the 

questions about the TV schedule below 

or in our classroom. 

Report Writing- Writing task  
I can write a report to share information 

Context- Scotland 

 

-Choose three aspects of Scotland to write 

about, these three aspects will form the 

sub headings for your report. You can use 

some of the information you gathered 

during our Scots weeks. 

-Some ideas for headings are; food and 

drink, Scottish inventors, Scottish cities, 

Scottish mountains, Scottish poets, 

Scottish instruments... you can choose any 

three areas you wish to focus on. 

-Use the planning template to make notes 

of key facts for your report. 

-Write your report. 

 

Success Criteria 

o I have created a plan that includes 

my title, sub headings and key points 

for each section. 

o I have used my plan to write my 

report. 

o I have carried our research to find 

information to include in my report. 

o I have included an introduction and 

conclusion 

o The writing style is formal and 

factual. (Written in third person- do 

not use ‘I’ or ‘my’) 

Multiplication and Division Challenge 

I can use multiplication and division to 

solve a range of problems. 

Play these games to practice your 

multiplication, division and finding 

factors.  

The games have several levels each so 

lots of chances for you to challenge 

yourselves! 

https://phet.colorado.edu/sims/html/arithmetic/latest/arithmetic_en.html
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                Maths 

 

Shape 

I can describe triangles by using the 

following terms; scalene, isosceles, 

equilateral and right angled 

 

-Watch the video in our classroom about 

the different types of triangles. 

-Complete the task below or in our 

Google Classroom. 

 

Shape and Measure Challenge 

I can use my shape and measure 

knowledge to answer a range of 

problems 

 

This week I have set a Sumdog 

challenge to revise your measure and 

shape knowledge. The challenge will 

close at 12.05pm on Friday- who will 

answer the most questions by then? 

 

 

 

HWB 

PE- Get Active every day 
I can move my body in different ways to 

keep me fit 

Workout with these three short workout 

videos, try doing one each day on Monday, 

Tuesday and Thursday and don’t forget Mrs 

Bond’s Wednesday workout!  

On Friday choose an activity you enjoy to 

get you moving. 

 

Health and Wellbeing 
I can explain the links between diet, sleep, 

rest and physical activity on my health and 

wellbeing 

It has been great hearing from you all in 

the classroom about what zones you are in. 

We all experience every zone and this is 

totally fine and normal. However sometimes 

we want to influence which zone we are in 

and there are lots of ways to do this.  

When I am in the blue zone, I sometimes 

like to get moving outdoors, do some 

exercise or have a drink of water and a 

healthy snack. Other times I need to have a 

rest to let my energy build up again.  

This week, choose one activity each day and 

check which zone you are in before and 

after, this will help you to understand how 

your activities can affect your zone. 

                 French 

 

French Fridays! 

I can join in with a live French class 

Tune in on Friday at 11am to enjoy a 

free live French lesson! 

 

The sessions are recorded so can also 

be watched afterwards.  

 

 

Le Shopping 

I can name items of clothing in French 

 

-Watch this video about French clothes.  

 

-Draw two people in different items of 

clothing and label their clothes in 

French. 

 

https://www.bbc.co.uk/cbbc/watch/bp-feel-good-fitness?xtor=CS8-1000-%5bDiscovery_Cards%5d-%5bMulti_Site%5d-%5bSL08%5d-%5bPS_CBBC~N~~P_FeelGoodFitness%5d
https://www.bbc.co.uk/cbbc/watch/bp-feel-good-fitness?xtor=CS8-1000-%5bDiscovery_Cards%5d-%5bMulti_Site%5d-%5bSL08%5d-%5bPS_CBBC~N~~P_FeelGoodFitness%5d
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCO4YR8hhRveNhvZrz9xptDQ/featured
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jkptjPkbPT8&list=PLBBGSITfBNVxsaRo5F2g_0ps3sVubCfOg&index=3
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             Family Learning 

Being Kind- make someone smile  

One of the things that can help us all 

during lockdown is reaching out and 

being kind to others. This week make a 

card or write a letter. You could do this 

with your family to send to someone you 

have not seen for a while or you could 

make it for someone in your house to 

brighten their day.  

 

Go to the museum 

At the moment lots of museums have 

great virtual visits. Try this amazing 

timeline from the British Museum in 

London.  

You can use your arrow keys to move 

backwards and forwards in time, you can 

see, read and hear about different 

artefacts- go and explore. Enjoy! 

      Learning Across the Curriculum 

 

Penicuik- Research 

I know about the environmental impact 

of land use in my local area 

 

In the KWL grids a lot of people wanted 

to know more about the paper mill and 

mining history of Penicuik, this week we 

are going to find out some key details 

about Mauricewood Pit. Read the 

information in our classroom or search 

the internet and answer these 

questions.  There is a research sheet in 

our Google classroom to record your 

answers. 

 

Where is the Mauricewood Pit located? 

Who was Shottstown built for? 

How many mines were in the 

Mauricewood Pit? 

How deep did the mines go? 

What happened in 1886? 

What is now located in Maricewood to 

remember this event? 

When and why did the mine finally 

close? 

 

Learning Across the Curriculum 

 

Chinese New Year 

February 12th 2021 was Chinese New 

Year 

-Watch and listen to the story of 

Chinese New Year in our classroom.  

-Find out which animal 2021 is 

represented by in the Chinese calendar. 

 

Choose one of these tasks to complete 

or try them all. 

-Research and design your own Chinese 

dragon. 

-Research and create a poster to share 

5 Chinese New Year traditions. 

-Create a Chinese Calendar wheel of 

your own showing the twelve animals and 

which years are represented- similar to 

the one at the end of the video.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://britishmuseum.withgoogle.com/
https://britishmuseum.withgoogle.com/
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Art 
I can use perspective in photographs to trick 

the viewer.   

Following on from our Penicuik drawing task we 

are going to have a look at how perspective can 

trick the viewer. 

 

Your challenge this week is to take a photograph 

somewhere, it might be around Penicuik, using 

the perspective to trick the viewer. Make this 

as humorous as you can. You don’t need a special 

camera, a mobile phone will do the trick. Then 

upload the photo to twitter or Google classroom 

to show everybody else.  

 

Mrs Mason has been lovely enough this week to 

share some of her families’ holiday snaps to 

show you what we mean. 

 

The Masons were lucky enough to visit the Mall 

in Washington DC in the USA in 2014 (This is 

where Kamala Harris watched the fireworks at 

the inauguration and where Martin Luther King 

gave his ‘I have a dream speech’). They decided 

to play around with perspective using the 

Washington Monument behind them. Here are 

the results-   

 

 

ICT skills 

I can use technology to produce text 

 

For some people this was a favourite 

part of the grid a few weeks ago, keep 

practicing a little each day and you will 

be amazed how quickly your skill will 

grow. 

Typing club, if you create a free login 

this site will remember your progress 

each time. 

BBC Dancemat Start with Level one and 

move on as you get more confident. 

 

Try to use the correct fingers for each 

key on the keyboard whenever you are 

completing work on a computer. 

 
 

https://www.typingclub.com/sportal/program-3.game
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/zf2f9j6/articles/z3c6tfr
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They are not the first to try and do this. Have a 

look here. 

 

 
 

I look forward to seeing your pictures! 

 

Complete each activity on the grid – these can be completed in Green Jotter you were given. 
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Reading comprehension- Mild 
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Reading Comprehension-Mild 
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Reading Comprehension- Hot  
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Reading Comprehension- Hot 
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Reading Comprehension Hot Report Writing- Key features example text 

 

Read the report below then highlight the key features 

Internet Safety Day 

 

Internet Safety Day started in 2005 and it now happens in over 100 countries worldwide. 

The theme this year is ‘Be the Change: Unite for a better Internet’. It is about making 

people aware of online safety issues.  

 

The UK Safer Internet Centre 

The UK Safer Internet Centre has one mission: to help young people use the Internet 

properly and keep themselves safe by making good choices online. Following rules online 

can help to keep everyone safe. The aim is that children and young people are aware of how 

to use the internet safely and responsibly. 

 

How can children be kept safe? 

The internet is like a huge door to the outside world and although people are often at home 

when they are using it, they care also in contact with many strangers. The internet is used in 

many ways from gaming and shopping to research and working. By following some simple 

rules people can stay safe online. 

 

Rules to Follow Online 

Never share your personal details online. If you would not tell a stranger on the bus, do not 

share it online. Even those people you have chatted to online are still strangers. If someone 

is nasty to you online tell an adult, you do not have to put up with anything that makes you 

feel unsafe or worried. Tell an adult as soon as you can. 

 

We can all help to make the internet a safer place. It is a wonderful tool if used properly. 

However if it is misused it can be dangerous. Make the right choices and stay safe online. 

 

 

Can you highlight the key features in the report above? 

Title 

Introduction 

Sub headings 

Conclusion 

Factual information 

3rd Person language 

 

Scanning task  
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Numeracy- Mild Numeracy- Spicy 

 

 
 

 

Numeracy- Hot Numeracy- Sizzling 
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